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A large deviation principle for U-statistics is presented. It relies on the large 
deviation for E-valued r.v. and on the spectral decomposition of the kernel of the 
U-statistic. 0 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we present a large deviation principle for U-statistics. Large 
deviations started with 
convergence of 
Cramer [ 1 ] and Chernoff [2]. They studied the 
logPr(n-‘C;=‘=,XiEA) 
3 n 
where A is an interval in R. In 1976, Donsker and Varadhan [3] 
considered the case where {Xi} are i.i.d. r.v. with values in a separable 
Banach space and A is an arbitrary set. They showed that if Ee’~x~ < cc for 
each t > 0, then 
(1) for every closed set F c B, 
lim sup 
log Pr(n-‘C~=r Xi~F} 
< -n(F); 
n+cc n 
(2) for every open set G c B, 
liminflogPrW’CL KEGI -A(G) 
n-m n 
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A is defined as follows: let F(r) = Ee5’X’ for < E B’ and let A(x) = 
su~~.~(S(x)-lwfi(5)) then 4A)=inf,.,.,4x). 
In this paper, we present for a large class of U-statistics a similar result. 
2. LARGE DEVIATIONS FOR U-STATISTICS 
Given a sequence {Xi }p”= i of i.i.d. r.v. with values in a measurable space 
(S, Y), the U-statistic based on h is defined by 
u, = (n(n - 1)))’ i h&Y,, X,,. (2.1) 
i#/ 
Let f(x) = Eh(x, X) and g(x, y) = h(x, y) -j(x) -f(u) + Eh. We may 
assume h is symmetric function. Then 
U”=n-’ i (2f(X,)-Eh)+(n(n-l))-’ i g(Xj,Xj). (2.2) 
;= I i#i 
Since g is symmetric and Eg(x, X) = 0 for all x, by the representation in [4, 
p. 1961 there is an orthonormal sequence (~p}~z, and a sequence {u,>,“= i 
such that 
g(x, Y) = f a&(x) cppb4 (2.3) 
p=l 
where the convergence takes place in L*(S). We take a0 = 1 and 
‘p. = 2f(x) - Eh. We denote I, = (5 = (t,),“= o : CT’ o ti < co }. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that for each t > 0 
Eet(&?” l”,l@x))“2 < oc). (2.4) 
Define for ~EI~,~~(X)=SU~~.,~(C~~~S~X~-~~~~~~~C,”~~~,~,~,~~~~, 
for rE[W, A(r)=inf(l,( ) x : x0 + CT= i sign(a,) xz = I>, and for A E R, 
A(A)=inf{A(r):r~A}. Then 
(1) for any closed set FE R, 
lim sup 
log Pr(U,EF} 
< -A(F), 
“-CD n 
(2) and for every open set G c IF!, 
lim inflog Pr’UnE ‘1 > -A(G). 
n-02 n 
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Proof: Let F be a closed set. By (2.2) and (2.3) 
Un=n-’ i CpO(Xi)+ f Up 
i=l p=l 
(n-l i (Pp(xil)’ - f apnp2 tjll rPi(xi). 
i=l p=l 
Given a set AclR and 6>0, let Ad={x:d(x,A)Q6}. Note that 
Pr{U,EF}<Pr 
i 
n-l t Cpo(Xi)+ f up 
i= 1 p=i ( 
neliclpp(Xi) 
2 
> 1 
EF~ 
+Pr 
iI 
f apnp2 
p=l 
icl V~txi)~ aa)=l+zL 
Consider C(6)= ((x~)~~~EL~:x~+~~~, sign(ap)xiEF6}. Then 
Z=Pr Iap11/2n-1 
i( 
jIl ~p(xi)),R_o E ‘(‘)}. 
Note that C(6) is a closed set in 12. By the large deviation principle in l2 
limsup(logZ)/n< --&C(s)). Since na,oC(6)=C, limsup(logZ)/n< 
-A,(C) = -A(F). Let 0(x) = e1X1”2 + e-1”“‘2. Since @ is a convex function, 
by Jensen’s inequality 
ZZ<e-“*‘E@ 
( 
t2 f n-’ 
p=l 
i, ~pB,Et~i)) Ge-““E@ (t2!l ~p~:o). 
By (2.4) lim sup(log ZZ)/n< -6t for rach t >O. So, lim sup ZZ/n = -a~. 
Therefore (1) follows. The proof of (2) is similar. Using that 
Pr{U,EG}>Pr n-l i cp,,(X,)+ f up n-l 
i=l p=l 
;, u,(x.))i E WC)“)‘} 
-Pr 
11 
f upnp2 
p=l 
j ,  V:(xi)i P6), 
the same procedure as in (1) gives the result. 1 
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